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Somarhythms is a way of investigating the reciprocity between 
the forms and functions of the body through the use of inflatable 
balls, bamboo sticks and other objects which amplify sensations 
and facilitate moving with coordination, ease and pleasure.  Such 
experiences help develop trust in one’s body.  Since its foundation 
in 1992, the Estudio LOS ALMENDROS has offered  Somarhythms’ 
workshops in January and July of every year and through these we 
have observed the impact of the tropical environment on somatic 
experience.  In January 2013 we specifically focused on how the 
sustained, slow and detailed practice in the studio could be taken 
to open natural environments like beaches and rivers, while walking 
on trails and in other activities of contemplation and appreciation of 
tropical nature.

We have found that exploring the tropical environment requires to 
take the time to feel and integrate, at every moment, the internal 
and external worlds, to be able to flow without effort and let the 
environment guide us, to contemplate, recognize, penetrate, inhabit 
one’s territory—qualities of presence to oneself that need to be 
stimulated.

The participants’ responses to the  tropical conditions—sounds, light, 
temperature, exotic flora and fauna, the new living spaces, meals, 
maintenance requirements—often indicate an overstimulation of the 
sympathetic system.  These are often manifested by unconscious 
symptoms of  agitation, insecurity, fears, to which are added high 
levels of tiredness and fatigue that many participants already bring. 

In the January 2015, the central theme of investigation was the 
experience of compression, focusing specifically on the identification 
of the points of support and how internal and external compression 
are exerted, especially when rolling.  Before the explorations specific 
to the theme, we focused on creating a structure, content and 
sequence of activities that would facilitate remaining calm, grounded, 
in safety and especially present to oneself, all this while favoring 
simplicity  of rules and taking the necessary time to get established a 
clear basic routine.  

Report on the January 2015’s Workshop
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ORGANIZATION OF WORKSHOP’S ACTIVITIES
The workshop was of 50 hrs spread during two weeks, with Sundays free.  The 
sessions in the studio were of three hours, from 7:30 a.m. to 10 :30 a.m.; the sessions 
in nature were from 15:00 to 17:00.

EXPLORATIONS IN STUDIO
These involved the following segments in the order indicated.

1.   Exercises inspired from the Hakomi practice.  Each session started 
with a Hakomi exercise, the practice of ‘assisted self-discovery’, created by 
Ron Kurtz, in particular the practice of ‘loving presence’, which stimulates an 
attitude of non-judgement, tuning to the others in an active way, letting go, non-
attachement, knowing what one does while one is doing.  These exercises build 
a base of trust on oneself and others, because they: a) recognize the perfection 
of the other and of oneself, as well as on the personal power,  b) reinforce the  
trust and grounding of simply being, c) stimulate trusting oneself as the basis 
for experimenting the unknown.  The ‘soma’ is the internal territory which is 
always with us.  When we opt for the  ‘loving presence’, we consciously open our 
internal personal territory and make an intimate nexus with the internal quality 
of the other without the other doing anything.  Every exercise gives permission 
to be with oneself and adjust one’s state in the presence of the other.  Both are 
empowered.  This trust in oneself opens trust in the others, especially the guides. 
All of this makes possible to enter profoundly in the lived sensations instead 
of in the process of accumulating information. This is a conscious invitation  
to incorporate the totality of the experience, one’s own and that of the other 
participants or witnesses.

2.  Vocal and physical warm-up 
 a)  Sounding in group allows us to learn to regulate our internal points of support 

when breathing and making sounds, such as from the mouth cavity, throat, 
tongue, while emitting the vowels  A, E, I, O, U, or in free improvisation.  This 
practice allows us to become attuned as a  group, express our unconsious, 
harmonize oneself and thus identify what is open or closed within, express 
sounds freely.  

 b)  The physical warm-up, was an invitation to explore freely the environment of 
the studio—the almond wood floor, the thick wood posts, the free bars, the 
walls, the mattresses, the bamboo mats, and the different types of balls—small 
tactile balls, gymnastic balls (of 45, 55, 65, 85, 95 cm of diameter), and the 
bamboo sticks.
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3. Content of the explorations
We focused specifically on identifying:

 a.  the internal points of support while sounding, such as the throat, thoraxic 
diaphragm, visceral organs, the pelvic floor, as well as the head-coxis the 
sitzbones-heels, and the hand-shoulder connections, which can be viewed from its 
internal and external aspects.

 b.  the external points of support—the surfaces of the body that are in contact with the 
outside while lying on the back, belly, sides and while rolling in different manners.

 c.  the actions on the internal and external supports, such as: a) yielding-holding, or 
going with or against the force of gravity; b) expansion-condensation, or widening 
or  reducing the base of support, until being able to   feel the pumping action of 
that body part; rocking, or moving the weight repeatedly from one point to another; 
rolling, or turning the body over by initiating the turn from specific points of the 
body such as from the skin, the skeleton, the visceral organs.

 d.  the tensegrity of the positions, the relations or connections between  points of 
support and/or body parts which stabilise or move the whole body structure. 

 e.  the brachiation,  or the possibility of hanging, suspending, and balancing with 
pendular movements from the arms.  The point of support is above and the weight 
is balanced below.

4. Integration exercises with eyes closed
To move with the eyes closed is the counterpart of seeing—we enter in direct contact 
with internal aspects of the body such as weight, volumen, plus the sensations that 
inform us on the numerous connections between its parts.  With the eyes closed we 
tend to calm down, move slowly, search for the earth’s support and let deep sensations 
manifest.  After exploring the specific content of each session, time was taken such 
that each participant would his find her own sense of the experience by moving in the 
presence of a witness with eyes closed.  Preparatory exercises were introduced, such as 
taking 5 minutes only to recognize the impulses arriving without moving, up to taking 20 
minutes to freely develop an exploration.

5.  Key words
At the conclusion of each session words were shown which were in direct relation to 
the experience just lived.  The participants would choose and comment on the ones that 
were considered of personal relevance.  These words are  : presence, being, osmosis, 
compression, points of support, surface, territory, yield-release, resonance, vibration, 
pulsation, pumping, sponging, springing, rocking, simplicity, tensegrity, rocking, fluidity, 
versatility, vitality. 
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EXPLORATIONS IN NATURE
The activities started with exercises inspired from the Hakomi practice, such as making 
visual contact with the environment, finding a confortable place, closing the eyes to 
capture an image and investigate what was left of the image, feeling the direction of the 
wind and of the sounds near and far, feeling the contact of the feet on the sand to activate 
their pumping action.

In the practices on land and in water the explorations focused on the experience of 
compression.  Each day a very slow and almost meditative walk was practiced on the 
different types of grounds—sand, small and large rocks, on pieces of wood and debris of 
the beach—which gave time to practice pumping the feet,  as well as  different ways of 
yielding and holding the weight as it was transferred from on point to another.  In the last 
walk in a river we made a gradual rock climb, which required quadrupedal movements, and 
this  led to a waterfall under which we  got a massage.

When in the sea, the temperature allowed us to remain in for practices of 30 minutes 
or more and these were undertaken with and without a floating styrofoam tube. At 
the beginning of each practice session the water was at  knee level and as the tide 
progressively rose, it would come up at level of the ribs.  The explorations focused on 
breathing and learning to remain within the personal limits of inhaling and exhaling, on 
the expansion and condensation of the whole body, on the lateral and ventral flexion-
expansion, on the connections head-coccyx, hands and shoulder blades, sitz bones-feet, 
and the different initiations from the head-coccyx when reaching and sinking while playing 
with the waves.  In order to feel the presence of all participants, a circle relationship around 
the styrofoam tubes was maintained, one person with a tube at the center and the others 
surrounding connected with other floating tubes. 

COMMENTS ON THE EXPERIENCE
❋  Tropical nature offers the opportunity to discover and engage our adaptation 

capacities as it confronts us with its vast, changing and surprising organization which 
is attractive to us for its beauty and the pleasure we derive from it once we are able to 
harmonise  with it.

❋  The presence to oneself can be practiced and it manifests spontaneously once we 
recognize it.

❋  The simplicity of rules and the coherence between the different segments allowed the 
participants to enter states of ‘ease’ and ‘non-effort’ and that despite the intensity of 
the experiences.

❋  The participants were able to engage immediately in the activities maintaining their 
attention on the explorations for long periods and this allowed them to reach more and 
more deeply in their search.

❋   The changes and evolution in the quality of the participants’ mobility were 
observables.

  We will retake this theme and work structure in the coming workshops  
in 2015 and 2016.

For more information,  feel free to communicate with us.
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